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SPEAKING NOTES - NATIONAL BANK OF CANADA 

SECOND QUARTER EARNINGS CONFERENCE CALL 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 31, 2023 

DISCLAIMER 
The following speakers’ notes, in addition to the webcast and the accompanying presentation materials, are provided for your information only, 
are current only as of the date of the webcast, and may be superseded by more current information. except as required by law.  National Bank 
of Canada does not undertake any obligation to update the information, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. The 
entire webcast replay, which includes a question and answer session, can be accessed via the Bank's website at https://www.nbc.ca/about-
us/investors/quarterly-results.html. In no way does National Bank of Canada assume any responsibility for any investment or other decisions 
made based upon the information provided on its website or in these speakers’ notes. Users are advised to review the webcast itself and the 
Bank's filings with the Canadian Securities regulators before making any investment or other decisions. 
 

CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 
Certain statements made in this document are forward-looking statements. In addition, representatives of the Bank may make forward-looking 

statements orally to analysts, investors, the media and others. All such statements are made in accordance with applicable securities legislation 

in Canada and the United States. Forward-looking statements in this document may include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to 

the economy—particularly the Canadian and U.S. economies—market changes, the Bank’s objectives, outlook and priorities for fiscal year 

2023 and beyond, the strategies or actions that will be taken to achieve them, expectations for the Bank’s financial condition, the regulatory 

environment in which it operates, the potential impacts of—and the Bank’s response to—the COVID-19 pandemic, and certain risks it faces. 

These forward-looking statements are typically identified by verbs or words such as “outlook”, “believe”, “foresee”, “forecast”, “anticipate”, 

“estimate”, “project”, “expect”, “intend” and “plan”, in their future or conditional forms, notably verbs such as “will”, “may”, “should”, “could” or 

“would” as well as similar terms and expressions. Such forward-looking statements are made for the purpose of assisting the holders of the 

Bank’s securities in understanding the Bank’s financial position and results of operations as at and for the periods ended on the dates presented, 

as well as the Bank’s vision, strategic objectives, and financial performance targets, and may not be appropriate for other purposes. These 

forward-looking statements are based on our current expectations, estimates, and intentions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties, 

many of which are beyond the Bank’s control. Assumptions about the performance of the Canadian and U.S. economies in 2023 and how that 

will affect the Bank’s business are among the main factors considered in setting the Bank’s strategic priorities and objectives including 

allowances for credit losses. In determining its expectations for economic conditions, both broadly and in the financial services sector in 

particular, the Bank primarily considers historical economic data provided by the governments of Canada, the United States and certain other 

countries in which the Bank conducts business, as well as their agencies. Our statements with respect to the economy, market changes, the 

Bank’s objectives, outlook and priorities for fiscal year 2023 and beyond, are based on a number of assumptions and are subject to a number 

of factors—many of which are beyond the Bank’s control and the effects of which can be difficult to predict—including, among others, the 

general economic environment and financial market conditions in Canada, the United States, and other countries where the Bank operates; 

the impact of upheavals in the U.S. banking industry; exchange rate and interest rate fluctuations; inflation; disruptions in global supply chains; 

higher funding costs and greater market volatility; changes made to fiscal, monetary and other public policies; changes made to regulations 

that affect the Bank’s business; geopolitical and sociopolitical uncertainty; the transition to a low-carbon economy and the Bank’s ability to 

satisfy stakeholder expectations on environmental and social issues; significant changes in consumer behaviour; the housing situation, real 

estate market, and household indebtedness in Canada; the Bank’s ability to achieve its long-term strategies and key short-term priorities; the 

timely development and launch of new products and services; the Bank’s ability to recruit and retain key personnel; technological innovation 

and heightened competition from established companies and from competitors offering non-traditional services; changes in the performance 

and creditworthiness of the Bank’s clients and counterparties; the Bank’s exposure to significant regulatory matters or litigation; changes made 

to the accounting policies used by the Bank to report financial information, including the uncertainty inherent to assumptions and critical 

accounting estimates; changes to tax legislation in the countries where the Bank operates, i.e., primarily Canada and the United States; 

changes made to capital and liquidity guidelines as well as to the presentation and interpretation thereof; changes to the credit ratings assigned 

to the Bank; potential disruption to key suppliers of goods and services to the Bank; potential disruptions to the Bank’s information technology 

systems, including evolving cyberattack risk as well as identity theft and theft of personal information; the risk of fraudulent activity; and possible 

impacts of major events affecting the local and global economies, including international conflicts, natural disasters, and public health crises 

such as the COVID-19 pandemic, the evolution of which is difficult to predict and could continue to have repercussions on the Bank. There is 

a strong possibility that the Bank’s express or implied predictions, forecasts, projections, expectations or conclusions will not prove to be 

accurate, that its assumptions may not be confirmed and that its vision, strategic objectives and financial performance targets will not be 

achieved. The Bank recommends that readers not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, as a number of factors, could cause 

actual results to differ significantly from the expectations, estimates or intentions expressed in these forward-looking statements. These risk 

factors include credit risk, market risk, liquidity and funding risk, operational risk, regulatory compliance risk, reputation risk, strategic risk, 

environmental and social risk, and certain emerging risks or risks deemed significant, all of which are described in greater detail in the Risk 

Management section beginning on page 65 of the 2022 Annual Report. The foregoing list of risk factors is not exhaustive. Additional information 

about these risk factors is provided in the Risk Management section of the 2022 Annual Report and of the Report to Shareholders for the 

Second Quarter of 2023. Investors and others who rely on the Bank’s forward-looking statements should carefully consider the above factors 

as well as the uncertainties they represent and the risk they entail. Except as required by law, the Bank does not undertake to update any 

forward-looking statements, whether written or oral, that may be made from time to time, by it or on its behalf. We caution investors that such 

forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and that actual events or results may differ materially from these 

statements due to a number of factors.  

https://www.nbc.ca/about-us/investors/quarterly-results.html
https://www.nbc.ca/about-us/investors/quarterly-results.html
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Non-GAAP and Other Financial Measures 
The quantitative information in this document has been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as 
issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), unless otherwise indicated, and should be read in conjunction with the Bank’s 
2022 Annual Report. The Bank uses a number of financial measures when assessing its results and measuring overall performance. Some of 
these financial measures are not calculated in accordance with GAAP, which are based on IFRS. Presenting non-GAAP financial measures 
helps readers to better understand how management analyzes results, shows the impacts of specified items on the results of the reported 
periods, and allows readers to assess results without the specified items if they consider such items not to be reflective of the underlying 
performance of the Bank’s operations. The Bank cautions readers that it uses non-GAAP and other financial measures that do not have 
standardized meanings under GAAP and therefore may not be comparable to similar measures used by other financial institutions. For 
additional information relating to the non-GAAP and other financial measures presented in this document and an explanation of their 
composition, refer to pages 16-21 and 122-125 of the Management’s Discussion & Analysis in the Bank’s 2022 Annual Report and to pages 
4-8 and 49-52 of the Report to Shareholders for the Second Quarter of 2023, which are available at nbc.ca/investorrelations or at sedar.com. 
Such explanation is incorporated by reference hereto. 

*********** 

 

Linda Boulanger – Senior Vice President, Investor Relations 

Thank you operator. Good afternoon everyone and welcome to our second quarter 
presentation. 
 
Presenting this afternoon are: 

• Laurent Ferreira, President and CEO of the Bank; 

• Marie Chantal Gingras, Chief Financial Officer; and 

• Bill Bonnell, Chief Risk Officer. 
 
Also joining us for the Q&A session are: 

• Lucie Blanchet and Stéphane Achard for Personal and Commercial Banking. Stéphane is 
also now responsible for our international activities, namely ABA Bank; 

• Denis Girouard, Head of Wealth Management; and 

• Étienne Dubuc, Head of Financial Markets, and now responsible for Credigy. 
 
Before we begin, I refer you to Slide 2 of our presentation, providing National Bank's caution 
regarding forward-looking statements. 
 
With that, let me now turn the call over to Laurent. 
 
Laurent Ferreira, President & CEO 

Merci Linda and thank you everyone for joining us. 
 
This morning, National Bank reported solid results for the second quarter, with earnings per 
share of $2.38. We generated a return on equity of 17.5%, reflecting our highly accretive 
business model. This performance underscores the strength of our franchise and diversity of 
our earnings streams. 
 
In the face of macroeconomic uncertainty and US banking turmoil, we remain very comfortable 
with our strategic positioning and defensive posture. 
 
First, our capital position is strong. With a CET1 ratio of 13.3%, we have flexibility to invest in 
organic growth across our businesses and a buffer against potential headwinds. 
 

https://www.nbc.ca/about-us/investors.html
https://www.sedar.com/
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Second, our liquidity position is robust and the Bank benefits from a diversified funding profile. 
 
Third, our credit portfolios continue to perform well. Although our impaired PCLs are low, given 
the uncertain macroeconomic outlook, we continue to build reserves, consistent with our 
conservative approach.  
 
On capital deployment, our strategy has always been guided by prudence and discipline, and 
that remains unchanged. We are focused on maintaining strong capital ratios, providing us with 
the flexibility to invest in business growth and to return capital to shareholder, when appropriate. 
 
To that end, we announced a 5% dividend increase, raising the quarterly dividend to one dollar 
and two cents per share. The payout ratio is now at the low end of our target range of 40-50%, 
which is where we want it to be.  
 
I will now review our business segments. 
 
Personal and Commercial Banking delivered strong performance in the second quarter. 
PTPP earnings increased by 22% from last year, mainly reflecting margin expansion and 
balance sheet growth. As anticipated, we continued to see a slowdown in mortgage growth. As 
such, in the context of higher rates, we remain very disciplined in managing net interest income. 
 
In Commercial Banking, we continued to see strong momentum with loan growth of 3% 
sequentially. For the second half of the year, we expect commercial loan growth to remain 
healthy but to decelerate, as businesses continue to adjust to higher borrowing costs. 
 
Wealth Management also performed well. Again this quarter, we generated strong year-over-
year earnings growth, supported by our diversified business mix, our large deposit base, and 
higher interest rates. We also delivered strong asset growth, up 7% from last year, 
demonstrating the breadth of our franchise. 
 
Financial Markets delivered strong second quarter results, in what has been a challenging 
environment. Corporate and Investment Banking showed strength, driven by M&A and strong 
lending activity. Global Markets also delivered strong performance. Results in equities were 
robust, albeit lower than last year’s record level. We were also pleased with the continued 
momentum in FICC and Securities Finance. The performance of our Financial Markets 
franchise demonstrates its resiliency, earnings diversification, and ability to quickly adapt to 
market conditions. 
 
Turning to our International segment. 
 
ABA Bank’s results reflect continued momentum in balance sheet growth, with loans and 
deposits up more than 25%. Over time, we have been strategically investing to support strong 
business growth and network expansion. Our investments are paying off as our client base has 
grown by 40% over the past year. 
 
ABA’s revenue growth in the second quarter decelerated, primarily reflecting current pressure 
on the deposit margin resulting from: higher rates, migration to term, and a more competitive 
market for deposits. 
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Looking forward, we continue to expect double digit balance sheet growth for fiscal 2023. Based 
on what we are seeing today, margin pressure should ease over the next few quarters. Longer-
term, the outlook for ABA Bank remains very attractive, based on Cambodia’s strong 
fundamentals and the reopening for tourism. 
 
I would now like to step back and provide a broader perspective on Credigy’s business model. 
Our franchise has demonstrated a proven ability to execute in any macro environment and has 
shown consistent risk-reward discipline. Our portfolio is high quality, well diversified, and 
accretive to the Bank’s NIM and ROE. 
 
Credigy’s opportunity set is driven by liquidity disruptions as much as by credit cycles. During 
the second quarter, the Fed intervened to address concerns about systemic risks in the US 
banking system by injecting liquidity, thereby greatly reducing the liquidity disruption. As a 
result, Credigy’s second quarter asset growth was modest. 
 
On the revenue side, the year over year decline reflects the asset mix evolution which now is 
more secured, longer duration, and has lower LTVs. This is in line with our defensive 
positioning, given the current landscape. 
 
Regarding the outlook for Credigy, we are pleased with the asset growth delivered in the first 
half of the year, which supports our double-digit growth target for F2023. Credigy has a long 
track record of success and we remain confident in our ability to continue to generate high 
quality earnings in the years to come. 
 
Moving to the macroeconomic environment – The economy is adjusting to a higher rate 
environment and much uncertainty remains around the path of interest rates and inflation. 
Nonetheless, Canada - where the vast majority of our activities are focused - is structurally 
strong and well-positioned to weather an economic slowdown. Notably: 
 

• The recent turmoil in the global banking industry underscores the strength and resiliency of 
the Canadian banking system; 

• Our labor market remains robust; and 

• Canada’s population growth, fueled by immigration, is the highest among the G7 countries 
and can contribute to sustainable growth. 

 
To wrap-up: The Bank delivered a solid performance and a superior ROE in the second quarter, 
amidst a challenging environment. Our strategic choices and our defensive posture - with a 
strong balance sheet and prudent reserves - will continue to support profitable growth and help 
us navigate the uncertainty. 
 
With that, I will pass it over to Marie Chantal. 
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Marie Chantal Gingras, CFO & EVP, Finance 

Thank you, Laurent, and good afternoon, everyone. 
 
My comments will start on Slide 7. The Bank delivered solid financial results in Q2 despite a 
less constructive backdrop. 
 
Revenues increased 5% year over year. In particular, we generated solid revenue growth in 
P&C Banking and Wealth Management, as well as strong performance from Corporate and 
Investment Banking. 
 
Expenses increased 6% year over year. A significant proportion of our expense growth was 
driven by last year’s FTE growth and wage inflation. Over the past few quarters, we have been 
prudently managing new hires and job vacancies. 
 
Also contributing to the increase in expenses were past and new technology investments to 
deliver value for client experience and efficiency. These investments reflect a greater proportion 
of opex within the expense mix. Higher costs for advertising, business development and 
occupancy accounted for the remainder of the increase. 
 
Variable compensation was lower in the current quarter as last year’s results included a 
compensation adjustment reflecting the Bank’s strong performance. 
 
Our long-standing, dynamic approach to balancing business growth and investments, as 
demonstrated by our highly efficient businesses, continue to generate a strong all-bank 
efficiency ratio of 52.6%. 
 
As anticipated and discussed on our last call, operating leverage was negative in Q2 and we 
expect pressure to persist in Q3. We continue to be strategic and selective in managing 
expenses, notably related to headcount, technology investments and discretionary spending. 
While achieving positive operating leverage for fiscal 2023 remains challenging, we continue to 
target positive operating leverage in Q4. With respect to PTPP earnings, we expect growth in 
fiscal 2023 to be closer to the lower end of our mid-to-high single-digit target. 
 
In a challenging environment, our disciplined approach to cost management contributes to the 
resiliency of the Bank. 
 
Now turning to Slide 8. Total net interest income excluding trading increased by 18% from last 
year, with strong contributions from most businesses. 
 
For P&C Banking, net interest income was up by 20% year over year, mainly driven by deposit 
margin expansion and balance sheet growth. 
 
Wealth Management continued to benefit from higher interest rates and a strong deposit base 
of 40 billion dollars, resulting from the diversification of our underlying businesses. This led to a 
50% increase in net interest income compared to last year. 
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For Corporate Banking, we continue to experience strong growth in net interest income year 
over year, in part driven by strong lending activity. 
 
For USSF&I, net interest income decreased by 3% year over year as balance sheet growth was 
more than offset by lower margins, as discussed by Laurent earlier. 
 
The all-bank NIM, excluding trading, was 2.09% in Q2. 
 
When looking at NIM sequentially, recall that there were 4 basis points of non-recurring items 
that positively impacted Q1 NIM, including 20 million dollars of pre-payment revenue at Credigy, 
and an interest recovery on a previously impaired loan in Corporate Banking. 
 
Second, Treasury’s performance in Q1 benefited from positive seasonal effects, which 
accounted for a difference of about 6 basis points of NIM between Q1 and Q2. 
 
Excluding these items, total Bank NIM ex trading, remained relatively stable sequentially. 
 
Based on what we are seeing today, we also expect NIM to remain relatively stable in Q3. In 
addition, we expect NII to continue to grow, compared to last year, albeit at a slower pace than 
in previous quarters. As always, we remain disciplined on both sides of the balance sheet, 
balancing growth, margin and credit quality. 
 
Slide 9 highlights our balance sheet. Loans grew by 11% year over year. Growth was broad-
based, with particular strength in Corporate Banking, reflecting growing working capital needs, 
acquisition financings and capital markets disruption. Commercial loans grew by 11% year over 
year, in part driven by continued opportunities in the residential insured segment. As 
anticipated, growth in personal mortgages is decelerating, driven by housing market conditions. 
Sequentially, loans grew by 3% at the all-bank level. 
 
Deposits, excluding wholesale funding, grew 17% year over year and 1.4% quarter over quarter, 
demonstrating again the strength of our diversified model and focus on growing our deposit 
base across all business segments.  
 
Personal deposits are up 19% year over year and 2.4% quarter over quarter.  
 
Demand deposits in our retail channels, which include Wealth Management, are down 
approximately 1% sequentially as we experienced some migration, notably from brokerage 
accounts to High Interest Savings Accounts and GICs. 
 
Term deposits continued to grow in Q2, but at a slower pace than in previous quarters.  
 
Non-retail deposits increased by approximately 16% year over year and 1% quarter over 
quarter, with all segments contributing to the growth. 
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Slide 10 presents our strong liquidity position and sound funding profile. Our core banking 
activities are well-funded through diversified and resilient sources. The Bank has a 
comprehensive view on deposits which involves all business lines, and we remain disciplined 
around funding costs. This strategy contributes to a well-diversified deposit base and to the 
Bank’s strong overall performance. 
 
With an objective of maintaining prudent liquidity metrics, the Bank consistently operates at 
levels that are well above regulatory minimum requirements. We ended Q2 with a Liquidity 
Coverage Ratio of 155% and a Net Stable Funding Ratio of 118%. 
 
Now turning to capital on Slide 11. Our CET1 ratio improved by 76 basis points to reach 13.3%. 
Second quarter earnings net of dividends contributed 40 basis points to our ratio, underscoring 
our strong internal capital generation capacity. In addition, Basel III Reforms contributed 
44 basis points to our ratio and a reduction in Market Risk RWA contributed 10 basis points. 
 
Excluding Basel III Reforms and Market Risk, RWA increased by approximately $1.7 billion, 
representing 18 basis points of the CET1 ratio. Continued asset growth in the Corporate and 
Commercial Banking books accounted for 12 basis points, while unfavorable rating migration 
in non-retail portfolios accounted for 6 basis points. 
 
Our capital position is strong. It provides us with flexibility to deploy capital across our segments 
to support growth and return capital to shareholders. 
 
In conclusion, the Bank delivered solid Q2 results, supported by organic growth across our 
businesses, industry-leading ROE, solid balance sheet growth and good margins. Despite 
continued macro uncertainty, with a resilient business model and our disciplined approach to 
cost, capital and risk management, we are well-positioned for the second half of the year and 
beyond.  
 
I will now turn the call over to Bill. 
 
William Bonnell, Executive Vice-President, Risk Management 

Merci Marie-Chantal and good afternoon all. 
 
Although events in the US banking sector generated higher levels of uncertainty during the last 
quarter, the performance in our credit portfolios remained strong and continued to follow the 
trends we discussed on the last call.  Strong employment and savings levels continue to help 
borrowers adjust to the impacts of higher interest rates.  This is particularly true in our home 
province of Quebec where the unemployment rate remains near historical lows and consumer 
resiliency is strengthened by a greater proportion of two income households and lower debt 
levels.  These factors continue to support the solid credit performance you see on slide 13. 
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In the second quarter, impaired PCLs rose to $52 million or 10 basis points.  Across our 
domestic retail and non-retail portfolios, slow normalization generated impaired PCLs levels 
that remain well below prep-pandemic levels.  At Credigy, impaired provisions were stable and 
driven by the normal seasoning of portfolios and at ABA performance continues to match our 
expectations with provisions well below the peak experienced in the second half of last year. 
 
In light of ongoing macro uncertainty we prudently built additional reserves on performing loans 
in the quarter.  Updates to our scenarios, portfolio growth and migration generated $27 million 
or 5 basis points of performing provisions, with the majority of these taken in the non-retail 
portfolios. 
 
Looking ahead, we believe that credit performance will continue to normalize and we expect 
impaired PCLs to rise over the coming quarters and into next year.  However, based on the 
strong credit performance we’ve experienced YTD and on current trends in delinquencies, we 
have lowered our full year impaired PCL target to 10-20 basis points and currently expect to 
end up in the bottom half of that range. 
 
Turning to slide 14, Total Allowances for Credit Losses increased by 4% to over $1.2 billion.  
Performing ACLs grew to $975 million which is just 8% below its pandemic peak.  On slide 29 
in the appendix you’ll find details of our allowance coverage ratios.  In these uncertain times, 
we are very comfortable with this prudent level of allowances as well as with our defensive 
geographic and business mix. 
 
Turning to slide 15, our Gross Impaired Loan ratio was stable at 38 basis points and remains 
below pre-pandemic levels.  Net formations rose sequentially from last quarter, which had 
benefited from some repayments, and show ongoing slow normalization trends in our domestic 
portfolios.  Net formations in the international segment continue to match our expectations.  
 
On slides 16 and 17 we present the highlights of our Canadian RESL portfolio. The mix 
remained stable with Quebec accounting for 54% and Insured mortgages accounting for 29% 
of total RESL.  Average LTVs increased slightly to 58% on uninsured mortgages and 53% on 
Helocs and average credit scores and delinquency rates were stable.  Looking at the tail end 
of the distribution, we find that less than 50 basis points of the RESL portfolio is to uninsured 
borrowers with credit bureau scores of less than 650 and LTVs greater than 75. 
 
I’ll make some comments now about our Commercial Real Estate exposure.  As you may 
remember, in the late-cycle years prior to the pandemic, we frequently discussed on these calls 
the fact that we had been restraining growth in the CRE sector.  During the pandemic we 
continued to restrain growth in the office and retail segments but we allowed healthy growth in 
the residential segment, which was primarily related to CMHC-insured loans, to support the 
supply of affordable and energy efficient housing. 
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We have been providing details of the CRE portfolio on a slide in our appendices each quarter 
since the end of 2020, and you’ll find it this quarter on slide 30.  Ours portfolio is Canadian 
focused with minimal US exposure.  The Office segment represents around 1% of total loans 
and benefits from the strong underwriting practices and meaningful recourse that are typical in 
the Canadian market.  The retail segment is focused on essential services tenants and has 
decreased in size over the past 5 years.  Our comfort in growing the residential segment comes 
from both the strong demographic trends in Canada supporting consistent demand for rental 
lodging, as well as the high proportion of insured lending in this segment.  Overall, we remain 
very comfortable with the size, quality and mix of our CRE portfolio. 
 
Now before closing, I’ll summarize by saying that we are pleased with the credit performance 
again this quarter and remain very comfortable with our defensive positioning, our resilient mix, 
and our prudent level of allowances. 
 
With that I will turn it back to the operator for the Q&A. 
 


